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power. But ont6 her husband gives her freedom,
allows her to make her choice in untrammelled
liberty,- the spell of the stranger is broken; and,
Bolette having been provided with a husband, all
ends harmoniously, as a comedy should.
Ibsen does not often vouchsafe to give us a play
with so pleasing a peripeteia ; but I fear The Lady from
the Sea suffers from the lack of inevitableness which
renders more comedies than tragedies inconclusive
and unreal. Comedy was, indeed, a difficult thing to
reconcile with life, for a mind like Ibsen's, which was
always burrowing beneath the pleasant surface of
things; the marriage-bells, that bring so many a
comedy to a happy close, are too often but a sop to frail
human hearts that crave for conciliation, and for that
joy of life which is doled out so sparingly to most
mortals. How many disillusions are spared us by
the arbitrary cutting of the life-thread, when the
curtain falls on the comedy writer's last act! I fear
something of this kind must come into our minds on
witnessing or reading Ibsen's Lady from the Sea.
One is sceptical whether, after the crisis of the play
is over, Ellida and Wangel will " live happy ever
after". Inevitably the sea will call again—such
things are not so easily eradicated from our hearts—
the sea-born mermaid will not be able to forget the
dream-happiness she has missed ; she will continue—
can we doubt it ?—to stifle, in the tepid waters of the
narrow fjord. But The Lady from the Sea is a fresh
and pleasant comedy, and we must not seem to be
ungrateful for it. It has its niche in the sequence of
Ibsen's creations, even if it is not one of the greater
plays.
It was followed, two years later, by what might be
called Ibsen's most European tragedy—the only one
perhaps that does not quite necessarily imply
a Norwegian background—Hedda Gabler. Here
Ibsen approximates most closely to the type of drama
we associate with the modern French masters of the

